Your guide to designing a
timeless new home:
separating future from fad
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The word ‘timeless’ is tossed around a lot when
it comes to most types of design. This is true
whether we are speaking about fashion, art,
building design and development and any other
creative outlet.
It may even feel like the word has been
overused to the point of it losing all meaning.
As property designers and developers, we
come up against several notions of
“timelessness”. Some mean to say oldfashioned when they say timeless, others
believe timelessness refers to the minimalism
and sleek design that has come to define
modern design trends.
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To us, timelessness encompasses many
things. It has staying power, it is classic
without being boring, it is highly functional
and leans into the inherent layout of your
surroundings.
Over time, the functions you need your
living space to perform changes. New
priorities emerge and your lifestyle will
evolve. These are all things you need to
consider when creating your new home.
The first step you need to take before
getting carried away with your ideas for
your dream space is separating futurefocused design ideas from temporary fads.
Here is your guide to creating a timeless
new home that distances fad from the
future.
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So what
does
timeless
design
really
mean?
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Design for your location

One important aspect of designing a new home that is both
modern and timeless is protecting the integrity of your
surroundings. Melbourne, as a city, has a lot to be proud of. It
has long boasted the title of being one of the most liveable
cities in the world and taken the top spot for being the most
liveable city in Australia.
In addition to this title, Melbourne is the holder of many more
titles, including the cultural capital of Australia and Australia’s
best student city. It is also home to leading research facilities,
a rich laneway culture, a diverse community, colourful trams,
and a great startup culture. (‘10 Awesome Reasons to Live in
Melbourne’, Lucie Towers, Insider Guides, 31st March 2020.)
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Chances are if you live in Melbourne, you enjoy many or all of
these unique features and culture. Part of staying timeless is
embracing all the things that make Melbourne what it is.
As property designers, we face a constant conundrum,
however. What does the future of Melbourne look like and how
can we bring this vision to life while protecting everything that
defines this city?
As someone looking to create a new home in Melbourne, you
may be asking yourself the same questions. If you haven’t, now
is the time to consider your answers to them.
The state’s recent plans to build an airport rail link was met
with backlash when it became clear that the plans would take
the rail mere metres away from the hundred-year-old John
Darling and Son flour mill. Not only would the noise and
disruption of construction impact the structure, but such close
construction also poses a risk of the mill suffering from
vibrational impact.
In a city like Melbourne, which has great cultural significance,
preserving these landmarks is a priority.
The National Trust makes it clear that preservation is not just
about making sure construction doesn’t damage the complex
but also about protecting the integrity of the building, its visual
prominence, and the possibility for it to be adapted in the
future. (‘Developers, heritage protectors line up over airport rail
bridge plans‘, Timna Jacks, The Age, 12th April 2021.)
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So, step number one — make
sure your timeless home is an
aesthetic fit in its
environment and grows
authentically with it.
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Create a long-lasting design

Creating a long-lasting design is an essential part of what we
do here at RNB Design Solutions. This goes from your location
to the material you use in every step of the process.
Many fads and current trends are designed to have no staying
power. Fast fashion is a great example of fads that aren’t built
to last. Fast fashion companies have an unethical business
structure that depends on affordability, mass production, and
cheap construction to create a large volume of items to sell at
unbeatable low prices.
These items appeal to trends but will soon be replaced by
more current trends. Sometimes, even in the span of a week.
Quite simply, they’re not built to last, so they don’t.
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Given the pace of the modern market and the struggle to keep
up with global changes, this may seem like a fitting fate for
most modern trends. This is not the fate that you want to
resign your future home to.
You want your future home to be a sanctuary for you and your
family. Home is, after all, where the heart is.
This means paying attention to the little things. Investing in
high-quality material during your new home creation can not
only help you create an eye-catching home that will hold up
well over the years, but you will also save more on repairs in
the long run.
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Step two — don’t skimp on
quality.
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Design with meaning

Timeless homes must be timeless in both design and function.
This means that while the external appearance of your home
matters in terms of curb appeal and community value, the
functionality of your home should also be timeless.
As a budding new homeowner, you want your home to stand
the test of time for you and your loved ones.
It is a commitment you make to your future happiness and
lifestyle. If your plans include a growing family, for example,
you want your home to accommodate this future.
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Another tip for creating a home that remains timelessly
functional is to separate extravagance from lifestyle needs.
Bigger doesn’t mean better. Spacious homes are the ones that
make the best use of their space, not those that take up the
most amount of space.
A popular assumption is that homes with luxurious amenities
have more value. We see new homes that include home
theatres, ensuites in every room, even cellars! The more
diverse these rooms become, however, the less they seem to
be used.
Using all this space to create rooms that end up wasting more
space than it uses is unsustainable in both the short and long
term. It also creates dysfunctional spaces that are detrimental
to the intimacy a home should help you foster (‘Grand Designs
Australia host Peter Maddison reveals his pet peeve home
design trend’, Lexie Cartwright, news.com.au, 7th April 2021).
Resource scarcity and booming populations are problems that
are only getting worse with time. This should show us that
creating larger homes just isn’t the sustainable way forward.
Making the most of your space means ensuring that each
room will be used for its intended purpose and that you’re
putting your money into worthwhile investments.
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Step three—prioritise
functionality over flash.
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Design sustainably

Overcoming these hurdles and creating a home that is truly
timeless in the ways that count means creating a home that
addresses the climate crisis and has a positive social impact.
This takes knowledge that addresses the crisis for the complex
and multilayered challenge that it is. Turning to design and
property development experts at this time reframes crisis
solutions as a field that requires creativity. The transformation
of convention and the ability to imagine a new future for all of
humanity. (‘Designing liveable cities for our future climate’,
Leire Asensio Villoria and David Mah, pursuit.unimelb.edu.au,
30th March 2021.)
This is a byproduct of creating a long-lasting, meaningful
design, but it is significant enough to be discussed individually.
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Sustainability is a rising priority in the new home market and
there are several ways to ensure a more sustainable home.
One easy and affordable way to achieve this is by using locally
sourced materials. Another is by turning to sustainable energy
forms such as solar panel installation. More sustainable
design ideas take the form of technological innovation that
helps save power and integrates your home to lessen the drain
on natural resources.
The more we learn about the many ways in which human
actions propel the climate crisis to its breaking point, the more
complex the problem becomes. At this turning point, it is clear
that the solution is not simply about eco-conscious living and
clean energy but about preserving the environment.
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Step four—stay
environmentally conscious
and think local.
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Creating a new home is a massive
undertaking. As time-consuming as
this process may be, your home will
last much longer than the time you
put into it.
When you put thought and passion
into your new home it shows. Your
ideas, dreams, and vision mean
nothing without the timelessness
imbued in spaces that quite simply,
work for you.
Make sure your new home gets the
very best in vision, creativity,
passion,
and
uncompromising
quality.
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Start your
journey with
understanding

Get in touch with the RNB Design
Solutions team to learn more about
creating timeless properties

www.rnbdesign.com.au
admin@rnbdesign.com.au
+613 9700 3717
Level 2, 541 Blackburn Road,
Mount Waverley,
VIC 3149

